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2014 T. Kobayashi et al.1. IntrodutionIn the reent years the theoretial endeavours that attempt to ahievea deeper understanding of Nature have to present a series of suesses indeveloping frameworks that aim to desribe the fundamental theory at thePlank sale. However, the essene of all theoretial e�orts in ElementaryPartile Physis is to understand the present day free parameters of theStandard Model (SM) in terms of a few fundamental ones, i.e. to ahieve re-dution of ouplings. It is sad to reall that all reent elebrated theoretialsuesses did not o�er anything in the understanding of the free parametersof the SM, and in the best ase they just manage to aomodate in a ratherpoor way earlier ideas for Physis Beyond the SM, suh as Grand Uni�edTheories (GUTs) and supersymmetry. In our reent studies [1�8℄, we havedeveloped a omplementary strategy in searhing for a more fundamentaltheory possibly at the Plank sale, whose basi ingredients are GUTs andsupersymmetry, but its onsequenes ertainly go beyond the known ones.Our method onsists of hunting for renormalization group invariant (RGI)relations holding below the Plank sale, whih in turn are preserved down tothe GUT sale. This programme, alled Gauge�Yukawa uni�ation sheme,applied in the dimensionless ouplings of supersymmetri GUTs, suh asgauge and Yukawa ouplings, had already notiable suesses by preditingorretly, among others, the top quark mass in the �nite and in the minimalN = 1 supersymmetri SU(5) GUTs. An impressive aspet of the RGI re-lations is that one an guarantee their validity to all-orders in perturbationtheory by studying the uniqueness of the resulting relations at one-loop, aswas proven in the early days of the programme of redution of ouplings [9℄.Even more remarkable is the fat that it is possible to �nd RGI relationsamong ouplings that guarantee �niteness to all-orders in perturbation the-ory [10, 11℄.Although supersymmetry seems to be an essential feature for a suessfulrealization of the above programme, its breaking has to be understood too,sine it has the ambition to supply the SM with preditions for several ofits free parameters. Indeed, the searh for RGI relations has been extendedto the soft supersymmetry breaking setor (SSB) of these theories [5, 12℄,whih involves parameters of dimension one and two. More reently a veryinteresting progress has been made [13�18℄ onerning the renormalizationproperties of the SSB parameters based oneptually and tehnially onthe work of Ref. [19℄. In Ref. [19℄ the powerful supergraph method [20℄ forstudying supersymmetri theories has been applied to the softly broken onesby using the �spurion� external spae-time independent super�elds [21℄. Inthe latter method a softly broken supersymmetri gauge theory is onsideredas a supersymmetri one in whih the various parameters suh as ouplings



Exat Finite and Gauge-Yukawa Uni�ed Theories... 2015and masses have been promoted to external super�elds that aquire �vauumexpetation values�. Based on this method the relations among the soft termrenormalization and that of an unbroken supersymmetri theory have beenderived. In partiular the �-funtions of the parameters of the softly brokentheory are expressed in terms of partial di�erential operators involving thedimensionless parameters of the unbroken theory. The key point in thestrategy of Refs. [16�18℄ in solving the set of oupled di�erential equationsso as to be able to express all parameters in a RGI way, was to transformthe partial di�erential operators involved to total derivative operators. Thisis indeed possible to be done on the RGI surfae whih is de�ned by thesolution of the redution equations.On the phenomenologial side there exist some serious developments too.Previously an appealing �universal� set of soft salar masses was asummedin the SSB setor of supersymmetri theories, given that apart from eon-omy and simpliity (1) they are part of the onstraints that preserve �nite-ness up to two-loops [22, 23℄, (2) they are RGI up to two-loops in moregeneral supersymmetri gauge theories, subjet to the ondition known asP = 1=3 Q [12℄ and (3) they appear in the attrative dilaton dominatedsupersymmetry breaking superstring senarios [24℄. However, further stud-ies have exhibited a number of problems all due to the restritive nature ofthe �universality� assumption for the soft salar masses. For instane (a) in�nite uni�ed theories the universality predits that the lightest supersym-metri partile is a harged partile, namely the superpartner of the � lepton~� (b) the MSSM with universal soft salar masses is inonsistent with theattrative radiative eletroweak symmetry breaking [25℄ and () whih is theworst of all, the universal soft salar masses lead to harge and/or olourbreaking minima deeper than the standard vauum [26℄. Therefore, therehave been attempts to relax this onstraint without loosing its attrativefeatures. First an interesting observation was made that in N = 1 Gauge�Yukawa uni�ed theories there exists a RGI sum rule for the soft salar massesat lower orders; at one-loop for the non-�nite ase [6℄ and at two-loops forthe �nite ase [7℄. The sum rule manages to overome the above unpleasantphenomenologial onsequenes. Moreover it was proven [18℄ that the sumrule for the soft salar massses is RGI to all-orders for both the general aswell as for the �nite ase. Finally the exat �-funtion for the soft salarmasses in the Novikov-Shifman-Vainstein-Zakharov (NSVZ) sheme [27℄ forthe softly broken supersymmetri QCD has been obtained. Armed with theabove tools and results we are in a position to study the spetrum of thefull �nite and minimal supersymmetri SU(5) models in terms of few freeparameters with emphasis on the preditions for the masses of the lightestHiggs and LSP and on the onstraints imposed by having a large tan�.



2016 T. Kobayashi et al.2. Redution of ouplings and �niteness inN = 1 SUSY gauge theoriesA RGI relation among ouplings, �(g1; � � � ; gN ) = 0, has to satisfythe partial di�erential equation (PDE) �d�=d� = PNi=1 �i ��=�gi = 0,where �i is the �-funtion of gi. There exist (N � 1) independent �'s, and�nding the omplete set of these solutions is equivalent to solve the so-alledredution equations (REs), �g (dgi=dg) = �i ; i = 1; � � � ; N , where g and �gare the primary oupling and its �-funtion. Using all the (N�1)�'s to im-pose RGI relations, one an in priniple express all the ouplings in terms ofa single oupling g. The omplete redution, whih formally preserves per-turbative renormalizability, an be ahieved by demanding a power seriessolution, whose uniqueness an be investigated at the one-loop level. Theompletely redued theory ontains only one independent oupling with theorresponding �-funtion. This possibility of oupling uni�ation is attra-tive, but it an be too restritive and hene unrealisti. In pratie one mayuse fewer �'s as RGI onstraints.It is lear by examining spei� examples, that the various ouplings insupersymmetri theories have easily the same asymptoti behaviour. There-fore searhing for a power series solution to the REs is justi�ed. This is notthe ase in non-supersymmetri theories.Let us then onsider a hiral, anomaly free, N = 1 globally supersym-metri gauge theory based on a group G with gauge oupling onstant g.The superpotential of the theory is given byW = 12 mij �i �j + 16 Cijk �i �j �k ; (1)where mij and Cijk are gauge invariant tensors and the matter �eld �i trans-forms aording to the irreduible representation Ri of the gauge group G. The one-loop �-funtion of the gauge oupling g is given by�(1)g = dgdt = g316�2 "Xi l(Ri)� 3C2(G)# ; (2)where l(Ri) is the Dynkin index of Ri and C2(G) is the quadrati Casimir ofthe adjoint representation of the gauge group G . The �-funtions of Cijk,by virtue of the non-renormalization theorem, are related to the anomalousdimension matrix ji of the matter �elds �i as�ijkC = ddt Cijk = Cijp Xn=1 1(16�2)n k(n)p + (k $ i) + (k $ j) : (3)



Exat Finite and Gauge-Yukawa Uni�ed Theories... 2017At one-loop level the ji are given byj(1)i = 12Cipq Cjpq � 2 g2 C2(Ri)Æji ; (4)where C2(Ri) is the quadrati Casimir of the representation Ri, andCijk = C�ijk.As one an see from Eqs. (2) and (4) all the one-loop �-funtions of thetheory vanish if �(1)g and j(1)i vanish, i.e.Xi `(Ri) = 3C2(G) ; 12CipqCjpq = 2Æji g2C2(Ri) : (5)A very interesting result is that the onditions (5) are neessary andsu�ient for �niteness at the two-loop level.The one- and two-loop �niteness onditions (5) restrit onsiderably thepossible hoies of the irreps. Ri for a given group G as well as the Yukawaouplings in the superpotential (1). Note in partiular that the �nitenessonditions annot be applied to the supersymmetri standard model (SSM),sine the presene of a U(1) gauge group is inompatible with the ondition(5), due to C2[U(1)℄ = 0. This naturally leads to the expetation that�niteness should be attained at the grand uni�ed level only, the SSM beingjust the orresponding, low-energy, e�etive theory.A natural question to ask is what happens at higher loop orders. Thereexists a very interesting theorem [10℄ whih guarantees the vanishing of the�-funtions to all orders in perturbation theory, if we demand redution ofouplings, and that all the one-loop anomalous dimensions of the matter�eld in the ompletely and uniquely redued theory vanish identially.3. Soft Supersymmetry Breaking� sum rule of soft salar massesThe above desribed method of reduing the dimensionless ouplings hasbeen extended [5℄ to the Soft Supersymmetry Breaking (SSB) dimensionfulparameters of N = 1 supersymmetri theories. In addition it was found [6℄that RGI SSB salar masses in Gauge-Yukawa uni�ed models satisfy a uni-versal sum rule. Here we will desribe �rst how the use of the availabletwo-loop RG funtions and the requirement of �niteness of the SSB param-eters up to this order leads to the soft salar-mass sum rule [7℄.Consider the superpotential given by (1) along with the Lagrangian forSSB terms�LSB = 16 hijk �i�j�k + 12 bij �i�j + 12 (m2)ji �� i�j + 12 M ��+H.. ;(6)



2018 T. Kobayashi et al.where the �i are the salar parts of the hiral super�elds �i , � are thegauginos and M their uni�ed mass. Sine we would like to onsider only�nite theories here, we assume that the gauge group is a simple group andthe one-loop � funtion of the gauge oupling g vanishes. We also assumethat the redution equations admit power series solutions of the formCijk = g Xn=0 �ijk(n)g2n ; (7)Aording to the �niteness theorem of Ref. [10℄, the theory is then �nite toall orders in perturbation theory, if, among others, the one-loop anomalousdimensions j(1)i vanish. The one- and two-loop �niteness for hijk an beahieved by hijk = �MCijk + : : : = �M�ijk(0) g +O(g5) : (8)Now, to obtain the two-loop sum rule for soft salar masses, we assumethat the lowest order oe�ients �ijk(0) and also (m2)ij satisfy the diagonalityrelations �ipq(0)�jpq(0) / Æji for all p and q and (m2)ij = m2jÆij ; (9)respetively. Then we �nd the following soft salar-mass sum rule( m2i +m2j +m2k )=MM y = 1 + g216�2 �(1) +O(g4) (10)for i, j, k with �ijk(0) 6= 0, where �(1) is the two-loop orretion�(1) = �2Xl [(m2l =MM y)� (1=3)℄ T (Rl); (11)whih vanishes for the universal hoie in aordane with the previous �nd-ings of Ref. [23℄.If we know higher-loop �-funtions expliitly, we an follow the sameproedure and �nd higher-loop RGI relations among SSB terms. However,the �-funtions of the soft salar masses are expliitly known only up to twoloops. In order to obtain higher-loop results, we need something else insteadof knowledge of expliit �-funtions, e.g. some relations among �-funtions.The reent progress made using the spurion tehnique [20, 21℄ leads tothe following all-loop relations among SSB �-funtions, [13�17℄



Exat Finite and Gauge-Yukawa Uni�ed Theories... 2019
�M = 2O��gg � ; (12)�ijkh = ilhljk + j lhilk + klhijl�2i1lC ljk � 2j1 lCilk � 2k1 lCijl ; (13)(�m2)ij = ��+X ��g� ij ; (14)O = �Mg2 ��g2 � hlmn ��C lmn� ; (15)� = 2OO� + 2jM j2g2 ��g2 + ~Clmn ��Clmn + ~C lmn ��C lmn ; (16)where (1)ij = Oij, Clmn = (C lmn)�, and~Cijk = (m2)ilC ljk + (m2)j lCilk + (m2)klCijl : (17)It was also found [17℄ that the relationhijk = �M(Cijk)0 � �MdCijk(g)d ln g ; (18)among ouplings is all-loop RGI. Furthermore, using the all-loop gauge �-funtion of Novikov et al. [27℄ given by�NSVZg = g316�2 �Pl T (Rl)(1� l=2) � 3C(G)1� g2C(G)=8�2 � ; (19)it was found the all-loop RGI sum rule [18℄,m2i +m2j +m2k = jM j2� 11� g2C(G)=(8�2) d lnCijkd ln g + 12 d2 lnCijkd(ln g)2 �+Xl m2l T (Rl)C(G)� 8�2=g2 d lnCijkd ln g : (20)In addition the exat-� funtion for m2 in the NSVZ sheme has been ob-tained [18℄ for the �rst time and is given by�NSVZm2i = � jM j2� 11� g2C(G)=(8�2) dd ln g + 12 d2d(ln g)2�+Xl m2l T (Rl)C(G)� 8�2=g2 dd ln g # NSVZi : (21)



2020 T. Kobayashi et al.Surprisingly enough, the all-loop result (20) oinides with the superstringresult for the �nite ase in a ertain lass of orbifold models [7℄ ifd lnCijk=d ln g = 1.4. Gauge�Yukawa�uni�ed theoriesIn this setion we will look at onrete SU(5) models, where the redutionof ouplings in the dimensionless and dimensionful setor has been ahieved.4.1. Finite uni�ed modelsA preditive Gauge�Yukawa uni�ed SU(5) model whih is �nite to allorders, in addition to the requirements mentioned already, should also havethe following properties:1. One-loop anomalous dimensions are diagonal, i.e., (1) ji / Æji , aord-ing to the assumption (9).2. Three fermion generations, 5i (i = 1; 2; 3), obviously should not oupleto 24. This an be ahieved for instane by imposing B�L onserva-tion.3. The two Higgs doublets of the MSSM should mostly be made out ofa pair of Higgs quintet and anti-quintet, whih ouple to the thirdgeneration.In the following we disuss two versions of the all-order �nite model.A: The model of Ref. [1℄.B: A slight variation of the model A, whose di�erenes from A will beomelear in the following.The superpotential whih desribes the two models takes the form [1, 7℄W = 3Xi=1 [ 12gui 10i10iHi + gdi 10i5iHi ℄ + gu23 102103H4 (22)+gd23 10253H4 + gd32 10352H4 + 4Xa=1 gfa Ha 24Ha + g�3 (24)3 ;where Ha and Ha (a = 1; : : : ; 4) stand for the Higgs quintets and anti-quintets.



Exat Finite and Gauge-Yukawa Uni�ed Theories... 2021The non-degenerate and isolated solutions to (1)i = 0 for the modelsfA ; Bg are:(gu1 )2=�85 ; 85� g2 ; (gd1)2=�65 ; 65� g2 ; (gu2 )2=(gu3 )2=�85 ; 45� g2 ;(gd2)2=(gd3)2=�65 ; 35� g2 ; (gu23)2=�0; 45� g2 ; (gd23)2=(gd32)2=�0; 35� g2 ;(g�)2= 157 g2 ; (gf2 )2=(gf3 )2=�0; 12� g2 ; (gf1 )2=0 ; (gf4 )2=f1; 0g g2 : (23)Aording to the theorem of Ref. [10℄ these models are �nite to all orders.After the redution of ouplings the symmetry of W is enhaned [1, 7℄.The main di�erene of the models A and B is that three pairs of Higgsquintets and anti-quintets ouple to the 24 for B so that it is not neessaryto mix them with H4 and H4 in order to ahieve the triplet-doublet splittingafter the symmetry breaking of SU(5).In the dimensionful setor, the sum rule gives us the following boundaryonditions at the GUT sale [7℄:m2Hu + 2m210 = m2Hd +m25 +m210 =M2 for A ; (24)m2Hu + 2m210 = M2 ; m2Hd � 2m210 = �M23 ;m25 + 3m210 = 4M23 for B; (25)where we use as free parameters m5 � m53 and m10 � m103 for the modelA, and m10 for B, in addition to M .4.2. The minimal supersymmetri SU(5) modelNext let us onsider the minimal supersymmetri SU(5) model. The �eldontent is minimal. Negleting the CKM mixing, one starts with six Yukawaand two Higgs ouplings. We then require GYU to our among the Yukawaouplings of the third generation and the gauge oupling. We also require thetheory to be ompletely asymptotially free. In the one-loop approximation,the GYU yields g2t;b = P1m;n=1 �(m;n)t;b hm fn g2 (h and f are related to theHiggs ouplings), where h is allowed to vary from 0 to 15=7, while f mayvary from 0 to a maximum whih depends on h and vanishes at h = 15=7.As a result, it was obtained [2℄: 0:97 g2 <� g2t <� 1:37 g2 ; 0:57 g2 <� g2b =g2� <� 0:97 g2. It was found [4,8℄ that onsisteny with proton deay requiresg2t ; g2b to be very lose to the left hand side values in the inequalities.



2022 T. Kobayashi et al.In this model, the redution of parameters implies that at the GUT salethe SSB terms are proportional to the gaugino mass, whih thus harater-izes the sale of supersymmetry breaking [5℄.5. Preditions of low energy parametersSine the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken below MGUT, the�niteness and gauge-Yukawa uni�ation onditions do not restrit the renor-malization property at low energies, and all it remains are boundary ondi-tions on the gauge and Yukawa ouplings (23), the h = �MC relation (8)and the soft salar-mass sum rule (10) at MGUT, as applied in the variousmodels. So we examine the evolution of these parameters aording to theirrenormalization group equations at two-loop for dimensionless parametersand at one-loop for dimensionful ones with the relevant boundary onditions.Below MGUT their evolution is assumed to be governed by the MSSM. Wefurther assume a unique supersymmetry breaking sale Ms so that belowMs the SM is the orret e�etive theory.The preditions for the top quark mass Mt are � 183 and � 174 GeVin models A and B respetively, and � 181 GeV for the minimal SU(5)model. Comparing these preditions with the most reent experimentalvalue Mt = (173:8 � 5:2) GeV, and realling that the theoretial values forMt may su�er from a orretion of less than � 4% [8℄, we see that theyare onsistent with the experimental data. In addition the value of tan�is obtained as tan � = 54 and 48 for models A and B respetively, andtan � = 48 for the minimal SU(5) model.In the SSB setor, besides the onstraints imposed by redution of ou-plings and �niteness, we also look for solutions whih are ompatible withradiative eletroweak symmetry breaking. As it has been mentioned, in theminimal SU(5) model the SSB setor ontains only one independent param-eter, the gaugino mass M , whih haraterizes the sale of supersymmetrybreaking. The lightest supersymmetri partile is found to be a neutralinoof � 220 GeV forM(MGUT) � 0:5 TeV. In Fig. 1 we present the dependeneof the lightest Higgs mass mh on the gaugino mass M .Conerning the SSB setor of the �nite theories A and B, besides thegaugino mass we have two and one more free parameters respetively, aspreviously mentioned. Thus, we look for the parameter spae in whih thelighter ~� mass squaredm2~� is larger than the lightest neutralino mass squaredm2� (whih is the LSP). In the ase where all the soft salar masses areuniversal at the un�ation sale, there is no region ofMs =M below O(few)TeV in whih m2~� > m2� is satis�ed. But one the universality ondition isrelaxed this problem an be solved naturally (provided the sum rule). Morespei�ally, using the sum rule (10) and imposing the onditions a) suessful
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Fig. 1. The M dependene of mh for the minimal SU(5) model
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Fig. 2. mh as funtion of m10 for M = 0:8 (dashed) 1:0 (solid) TeV for the �nitemodel B.radiative eletroweak symmetry breaking b) m~�2 > 0 and ) m~�2 > m�2 ,we �nd a omfortable parameter spae for both models (although model Brequires large M � 1 TeV).In Fig. 2 we present the m10 dependene of mh for for M = 0:8 (dashed)1:0 (solid) TeV for the �nite Model B, whih shows that the value of mh israther stable. Similar results hold also for Model A.



2024 T. Kobayashi et al.In Tables I, II, and III we present representative examples of the valuesobtained for the spartile spetra in eah of the models. The value of thelightest Higgs physial mass Mh has already the one-loop radiative orre-tions inluded, evaluated at the appropriate sale [28, 29℄. TABLE IA representative example of the preditions for the s-spetrum for the �nite modelA with M = 1:0 TeV, m5 = 0:8 TeV and m10 = 0:6 TeV.m� = m�1 (TeV) 0.45 m~b2 (TeV) 1.76m�2 (TeV) 0.84 m~� = m~�1 (TeV) 0.63m�3 (TeV) 1.49 m~�2 (TeV) 0.85m�4 (TeV) 1.49 m~�1 (TeV) 0.88m��1 (TeV) 0.84 mA (TeV) 0.64m��2 (TeV) 1.49 mH� (TeV) 0.65m~t1 (TeV) 1.57 mH (TeV) 0.65m~t2 (TeV) 1.77 mh (TeV) 0.122m~b1 (TeV) 1.54 TABLE IIA representative example of the preditions of the s-spetrum for the �nite modelB with M = 1 TeV and m10 = 0:65 TeV.m� = m�1 (TeV) 0.45 m~b2 (TeV) 1.70m�2 (TeV) 0.84 m~� = m~�1 (TeV) 0.47m�3 (TeV) 1.30 m~�2 (TeV) 0.67m�4 (TeV) 1.31 m~�1 (TeV) 0.88m��1 (TeV) 0.84 mA (TeV) 0.73m��2 (TeV) 1.31 mH� (TeV) 0.73m~t1 (TeV) 1.51 mH (TeV) 0.73m~t2 (TeV) 1.73 mh (TeV) 0.118m~b1 (TeV) 1.56Finally, we alulate BR(b ! s) [30℄, whose experimental value is 1 �10�4 < BR(b! s) < 4�10�4. The SM predits BR(b! s) = 3:1�10�4.This imposes a further restrition in our parameter spae, namely M � 1TeV if � < 0 for all three models. This restrition is less strong in the asethat � > 0. For example, the minimal model with M = 1 TeV leads toBR(b! s) = 3:8� 10�4 for � < 0.



Exat Finite and Gauge-Yukawa Uni�ed Theories... 2025TABLE IIIA representative example of the preditions of the s-spetrum for the minimalSU(5) model with M = 1:0 TeV.m� = m�1 (TeV) 0.45 m~b2 (TeV) 1.88m�2 (TeV) 0.84 m~� = m~�1 (TeV) 0.92m�3 (TeV) 1.73 m~�2 (TeV) 1.10m�4 (TeV) 1.73 m~�1 (TeV) 1.43m��1 (TeV) 0.84 mA (TeV) 0.70m��2 (TeV) 1.73 mH� (TeV) 0.70m~t1 (TeV) 1.69 mH (TeV) 0.70m~t2 (TeV) 1.89 mh (TeV) 0.120m~b1 (TeV) 1.706. ConlusionsThe programme of searhing for exat RGI relations among dimension-less ouplings in supersymmetri GUTs, started few years ago, has nowsupplemented with the derivation of similar relations involving dimensionfulparameters in the SSB setor of these theories. In the earlier attempts itwas possible to derive RGI relations among gauge and Yukawa ouplings ofsupersymmetri GUTs, whih ould lead even to all-loop �niteness underertain onditions. These theoretially attrative theories have been shownnot only to be realisti but also to lead to a suessful predition of the topquark mass. The new theoretial developments inlude the existene of aRGI sum rule for the soft salar masses in the SSB setor of N = 1 super-symmetri gauge theories exhibiting gauge-Yukawa uni�ation. The all-loopsum rule substitutes now the universal soft salar masses and overomes itsphenomenologial problems. Of partiular theoretial interest is the fatthat the �nite uni�ed theories, whih ould be made all-loop �nite in thesupersymmetri setor an now be made ompletely �nite. In addition it isinteresting to note that the sum rule oinides with that of a ertain lass ofstring models in whih the massive string modes are organized into N = 4supermultiplets. Last but not least in Ref. [18℄, the exat �-funtion for thesoft salar masses in the NSVZ sheme was obtained for the �rst time. Onthe other hand the above theories have a remarkable preditive power lead-ing to testable preditions of their spetrum in terms of very few parameters.In addition to the predition of the top quark mass, whih holds unhangedthe harateristi features that will judge the viability of these models inthe future are 1) the lightest Higgs mass is found to be around 120 GeV andthe s-spetrum starts beyond several hundreds of GeV. Therefore the next
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